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1.0 Introduction: 
 
Radiation safety at an accelerator requires that beams deposit their energy at pre-selected locations. 
If beams diverge from their proper channels, unacceptable radiation levels can occur in unprotected 
areas. The Beam Containment System (BCS) ensures accelerator beams remain within designated 
beam channels and within the operational safety envelope. Containment of beams is usually 
accomplished by a combination of passive devices such as collimators and stoppers, and active 
devices such as ion chambers and average current monitors. Active BCS devices shut off the beam 
when errant conditions are sensed in order to protect passive beam containment devices from 
damage, and to prevent unacceptable radiation levels outside of the shielding enclosure. The system 
of active BCS devices for the LCLS, and the interface of this system to the existing Linac/PEP BCS 
system, is the subject of this specification document. 
 
The proposed BCS is designed to minimize overall safety system complexity to simplify safety 
analysis and implementation complexities. Because of the simplified system requirements (compared 
to an earlier targeted shut-off design), expansion of the system to include other likely linac programs 
such as End Station A runs from both CID and the LCLS injector, and other future facilities such as 
SABER, are easily implemented. The system architecture is constructed so as to support possible 
future modification to implement a targeted shut-off system. 
 
2.0 System Architecture: 
 
2.1 Shut-off Mechanisms: 
A key component in the BCS is the beam shut-off mechanisms. There shall be three independent 
shut-off mechanisms for the LCLS, as recommended in the SLAC Radiation Safety Systems 
Technical Basis Document: 

 
1) A dedicated BCS Laser Safety Shutter (LSS) will stop laser light from striking the RF Gun 

cathode, stopping the production of primary beam.  

2) A ‘Gun Permissive’ that removes accelerate triggers from the gun. The gun will still be 
permitted to operate at a standby time in order to maintain a constant duty factor and provide 
thermal stability. This will be implemented by buffering LCLS gun triggers with a new Sub-
Booster Trigger Chassis (SBTC, see section 2.2). At standby time, the timing of the cathode RF 
will not be synchronized with respect to the laser timing (stopping the production of primary 
beam) and subsequent accelerating structures (stopping the transmission of cathode-generated 
dark current). 

3) RF accelerate triggers will be removed and replaced by ‘staggered standby’ timing.  In staggered 
standby, RF timing signals are rendered non-synchronous so that a coherent beam, dark current 
or otherwise, cannot be accelerated. This is already implemented in the existing LINAC 
accelerator structures. New accelerator sections L0A and L0B, the first two accelerator sections 
situated in the LCLS Injector Vault, will be added to the staggered-standby distribution. These 
stations and others in the LCLS Injector area and Sector 24 with solid-state subboosters will be 
implemented by buffering RF triggers with the new Sub-Booster Trigger Chassis (SBTC, see 
section 2.3). 
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The RF standby time and Gun standby time will be staggered with respect to each other, so when 
called upon either independently or in conjunction, dark current from the gun will not be captured 
in L0A.  

 
2.2 Local Mode 
A BCS ‘Local Mode’ will be implemented in order to allow laser light to strike the cathode during 
downtimes without making up the entire BCS system. The Modulator 20-6 redundant ‘off’ status 
(LCLS gun) will be repeated by the PPS for the BCS system. When the gun modulator is 
redundantly verified ‘off,’ the BCS LSS will be allowed to be opened. The other two BCS shut-offs 
will remain in full effect. 
 
2.3 RF Staggered Standby Implementation: 
LCLS Injector RF stations, and several RF stations in the BC2 region, are to be run from individual 
solid-state subboosters (SSSB). These are stations 20-5 (T-cavity), 20-6 (gun), 20-7 (L0A), 20-8 (L0B), 
21-1, 24-1, 24-2, and 24-3. RF stations 21-2 (Linac X) and 24-8 (a transverse-deflecting structure) are 
new SSSB RF stations that have been exempted from the BCS staggered-standby implementation.  
 
These SSSBs differ from the old sub-boosters in that the solid state units require a bias gate be 
turned on prior to the application of RF. Any RF must fall within this gate, at any other time the 
output of the amplifier is off. The bias trigger is required prior to the existing SBI accelerator 
window. As such, in anticipation of the eventual Linac upgrade to SSSBs, a new method for 
implementation of staggered standby will be implemented. 
 
The solid state sub-booster is an RF amplifier that is biased ‘on’ when a TTL gating signal is present 
and stays in this state for the duration of the gate. Any RF pulse must fall within the duration of this 
gate. At any other time the amplifier is off. The new Sub-Booster Trigger Chassis (SBTC) will 
produce a 20 µsec TTL control gate for this purpose, called the ‘accelerate time gate.’ The trigger to 
produce this gate must fall within the ‘accelerate window.’ The accelerate window is also a 20 µsec 
window, resulting in a possible range of output of 40 µsec. The SBTC receives its own 119MHz ‘raw 
fiducial’ signal upstream of any accelerator control system influence and its own internal counter 
determines the timing of the accelerate window. An accelerate window is only generated when two 
BCS permit inputs are positive. 
 
Standby time with the SBTC is implemented similarly except that the ‘standby windows’ are only 4 
µsec long. The standby time gate is also 20 µsec, resulting in a possible range of output at 24 µsec 
for standby timing. Standby windows are always generated, regardless of the status of the BCS 
permits. The standby time’s 24 µsec possible range of RF output is approximately 3 times longer 
than the existing SBI/sub-booster system. This necessitates the creation of a new array of standby 
windows. The standby windows are generated by the SBTC’s internal counter utilizing the 119MHz 
raw fiducial signal. Exactly which standby window is generated is determined by a set of three 
jumper switches inside the chassis. In addition, the proper configuration of the standby time is 
written to the chassis from the control system and must match the configuration of the jumper 
switches. If this condition is not met, the chassis faults and does not generate accelerator or standby 
windows. The positions of these switches are also remotely read back into the control system. 
 
The proposed relative timing of the various accelerator and standby windows for both the historical 
SBI windows and the new SBTC windows is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Historical SBI Windows and new SBTC Windows 

 
2.4 Shut-Off Paths: 
The LCLS BCS will be implemented with an “all faults shut-off all guns” philosophy. There will be 
no isolation of machines or programs (from a BCS perspective). Any BCS fault will terminate beam 
production from both injectors, regardless of location. The basic system architecture is shown in a 
block diagram in Figure 2 below. The system has been constructed in such as way to enable a 
targeted shut-off retrofit. 
 
A new Zone-3-type “BCS Interlock Summary and Shutoff Chassis” is utilized to create a fourth BCS 
Zone, the LCLS Zone. These BCS Interlock Summary and Shutoff Chassis’ have redundant auxiliary 
output summaries. These output summaries are connected into the input of the other Shutoff 
Chassis (LCLS outputs are Zone-3 inputs, Zone-3 outputs are LCLS Zone inputs). In this manner, 
existing BCS devices will fault the LCLS Zone, and new LCLS devices will fault Zone-3. Zones 3, 2, 
and 1 fault the CID Injector as before; the new LCLS Zone will fault the LCLS Injector directly. 
 
The Sector 28 portion of Zone-2 has its redundant summary outputs repeated so that they can also 
be input to the LCLS Zone. LCLS beam cannot be delivered to Zone-1 or the other portions of 
Zone-2 under any circumstances, so this functionality is not provided there. That is, Zone-1 and 
non-Sector 28 Zone-2 BCS faults will not terminate LCLS beam. However, the SBI staggered 
standby of RF in the Linac is a common shutoff to both injectors, therefore, such faults will limit 
LCLS beam energies to 135 MeV.  
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Figure 2: System Architecture Block Diagram 
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Implementation of an additional LCLS ‘Bit 0’ (fault status to the MPG timing micro, MP00) is 
desired to shift L0A and L0B modulator timing coincident with their SSSB timing shifts during an 
LCLS BCS fault.  This provides temperature stability for the RF waveguides.  It is not a requirement 
for beam shut-off. 
 
2.5 BCS Provision for Back-up MPS Shut-Off 
The zero-rate shut-off mechanism for the MPS is a dedicated MPS LSS. The action of this LSS is 
confirmed by the MPS. If the shutter does not close, it is requested that the BCS provide a back-up 
shut off mechanism. In this event, the BCS will either insert the BCS LSS, or remove the gun permit 
thereby moving the gun to standby time. This is not a BCS function and should not be construed as 
required for BCS operation. Of course, this operation must be provided in a manner that does not 
compromise proper operation of the BCS in any way. 
 
2.6 BCS Timing and Device Limitations: 
The BCS Average Current Monitors (ACMs) and Pulse-to-Pulse Comparators require triggers to 
function. These existing devices require no upgrades in order to detect the LCLS beam, however, 
the LCLS Beam must run within the BCS Gate. This can be done administratively, as is currently 
done with CID beam. There is the additional measure of the BCS Timing Watchdog to ensure that 
BCS triggers to not move in time.  
 
The Toroids on the beam lines are still viable. However, the Toroid system is old and is already 
exhibiting non-linear response as new shorter beams have pushed the design limits. LCLS bunches 
are expected to be even shorter. The Average Current Monitors need to be updated to meet the 
demands posed by modern ultra-short bunches. It is preferable to make this upgrade digital, as part 
of a complete ACM upgrade project. Several toroids will be part of the LCLS BCS compliment. This 
is not necessary for LCLS commissioning but is strongly recommended in the near future or system 
reliability (uptime) may suffer. 
 
The Pulse-to-Pulse Comparator device has been in use for the past several years in the FFTB, and as 
beam pulse lengths have become shorter, the system performance has degraded. Improvements to 
this system should be considered in conjunction with improvements to the ACMs as the 
Comparators utilize the ACMs. However, it is preferable that these devices be replaced with a new 
Average Current Comparitor device with a 0.1 to 1.0 second time average as part of a digital ACM 
upgrade. This would reduce the exposure to nuisance trips and still provide protection suitable for a 
BCS system. Two Comparators will be included in the LCLS BCS compliment. 
 
All of these above problems, including running beam within the BCS gate administratively, can be 
addressed with the development of a new ACM device. Such a device could either have a gate larger 
than the SBI/SBTC accelerate window so that no beams can be accelerated outside the BCS gate, or 
be self-triggering and gateless (in either case the BCS Timing Watchdog would no longer be 
necessary – running beam within the BCS window would be engineered, not administrative). In 
addition, this new device could provide Average Current Comparator functionality. Beams can be 
run to the LCLS without the development of this new device, but such an upgrade is highly 
desirable for both the improvement of safety through the elimination of a common-mode failure, 
and for improving the robustness of the BCS. This is not necessary for LCLS commissioning but is 
strongly recommended in the near future or system reliability (uptime) may suffer. 
 
2.7 Beam Shut-Off Ion Chambers and Burn-Through Monitors 
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The utilization and placement of Beam Shut-Off Ion Chambers (BSOICs) and Burn-Through 
Monitors (BTMs) is guided by SLAC Beam Containment Policy. However, per standard SLAC 
engineering practices, BSOIC and BTM shut-down actions are implemented via the Personnel 
Protection System (PPS). As such, BSOIC and BTM requirements will be itemized in both this 
document and the PPS Specifications Document (ESD 1.1-310) for completeness. 
 
2.8 D2/BTH Modes 
A ‘D2/BTH’ Mode switch will be implemented. When PPS Stoppers D2, ST60, and ST61 all 
redundantly report ‘in’ to the BCS from the PPS, all BCS items downbeam of these stoppers will be 
inactive. This is similar to the existing BASII/BSY Modes in the main Linac BCS. This allows 
upstream beam operations during down beam power outages and other planned or unplanned 
interruptions without manual bypass/unbypass of a multitude of devices. 
 
2.9 Linac/LCLS Modes 
This Mode switch is implemented by the PPS Group and is fully described in the PPS ESD 
(ESD1.1-310). It is included here because of the BCS benefit. LCLS Mode will force in the BASII 
Dump and thereby limit the available beam energy to the BTH to 17.0 GeV or less. 
 
3.0 LCLS BCS Device Compliment: 
 
The compliment of BCS devices required for LCLS operation is described here. Both existing and 
new BCS devices are included and are organized by area. 
 
3.1 LCLS Injector through Straight-Ahead Beamline Dump: 

[a] Two new flow switches will be required on the SDMP. This dump is capable of absorbing 
the maximum credible beam indefinitely, so ion chamber protection and a burn-through 
monitor are not required. 

[b] A pair of LIONs (INJLION1N and INJLION1S) will limit beam losses to 100W or less in 
the BX01, BX02, BXS, SDMP region; these are the magnets that deflect LCLS beam into 
the linac, or deflect beam into the SDMP tune-up dump. Excessive beam loss in this area 
may result in unacceptable radiation levels emanating from penetrations in the Klystron 
Gallery. See Figure 2 below for a layout diagram. 

[c] Two new BSOICs will be situated outside of the PPS enclosure: 
o Near the top of the stairs of the PPS entry module (gamma and neutron sensing); 
o At the top of the laser penetration, where laser light is delivered from the LCLS 

Laser Room to the Injector Vault (gamma sensing only). 
These BSOICs will cause the LCLS Injector Modulators (20-5 through 20-8) to trip. 
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Figure 3: Physical LION layout in Sector 21 

 
3.2 LINAC 

[a] A pair of LIONs (BC1LION1N and BC1LION1S) will limit beam losses to 100W or less in 
the Linac X, BC1, CE11, and TD11 areas. Linac X has a small limiting aperture, BC1 is a 
moveable chicane, CE11 is a set of energy collimator jaws in BC1, and TD11 in an 
insertable tune-up dump. Excessive beam loss in this area may result in unacceptable 
radiation levels emanating from penetrations in the Klystron Gallery. See Figure 3 above for 
a layout diagram. 

[b] A pair of LIONs (BC2LION1N and BC2LION1S) will be placed in the BC2 region to limit 
beam losses on the moveable collimator jaws and tune-up dump TD21. Excessive beam 
loss in this area may result in unacceptable radiation levels emanating from penetrations in 
the Klystron Gallery. More requirements may be imposed on this region in the future as the 
analysis is not yet complete. BC2, BC2LION1N and BC2LION1S will be installed in 
August 2007. 

[c] Existing ion chambers ICS20VA and ICS20VB that limit Linac beam losses in the region of 
the LCLS Injector shield wall need to remain active during LCLS Injector Vault access; 
these ion chambers may be automatically bypassed when the Injector Vault is in No Access 
with Search Secure. 

[d] Existing ion chamber and flow switch protection on ST950 and ST960 in Sector 28 must 
remain active during LCLS operation whenever the stoppers are in. 

[e] A BSOIC situated inside the LCLS Injector Vault is required active during Linac operations; 
it may be automatically bypassed when the LCLS Injector Vault is in No Access with the 
search set. This BSOIC is already installed and active. The auto-bypass feature is new and 
necessary for injector operations. 
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Figure 4: Physical LION layout in Sector 24 
 
3.3 Beam Switch Yard (BSY) 
There are no new beam containment requirements in the BSY. The following standard BCS devices 
will be required for LCLS beam operation in the BSY: 

[a] Three ACMs will be utilized to limit the beam power to the allowed beam power before it 
exits the BSY. There are several obvious candidates, allowing for some operational back-
ups: I1, I1A, I2, I4, I5, and I6. 

[b] Numerous beam containment devices in the BSY common line require active protection by 
ion chambers. These existing common line BCS devices will be required active during LCLS 
operation: 

Device BCS Ion Chamber BCS Flow Switch 
D10 IC10A, IC10B, IC10C D10FS1, D10FS2 
PC90 IC90A, IC90B -na- 
ST30 IC31 -na- 
D2 IC104A, IC104B, IC104C D2FS1, D2FS2 

ST60 IC65 -na- 
ST61 IC66 -na- 

[c] Numerous existing beam containment devices in the 51 and 52 lines will be required during 
LCLS operation if the 50B1 magnet is unlocked and operated: 

Device BCS Ion 
Chamber 

BCS Flow Switch Other 

50B1 -na- -na- 50B1 ‘off’ meter relay, 
50B1 ‘current’ meter relay 

ACM -na- -na- 51I1 ACM 
52I2 ACM 

51SP1 
52SP1 

-na- 51SP1FS1, 51SP1FS2 
52SP1FS1, 52SP1FS2 

-na- 

51SL2 
52SL2 

IC67S 
IC67N 

51SL2FS1, 51SL2FS2 
52SL2FS1, 52SL2FS2 

-na- 

51ST1 
52ST2 

IC84S 
IC84N 

-na- -na- 

51ST2 
52ST2 

IC92S 
IC92N 

-na- -na- 

 
[d] The current compliment of required BSY BSOICs will be required for LCLS beam 

operation to the BSY: BSOFT01, BSOFT02, BSOFT03 (inside the FFTB tunnel – now 
called BTH West), and BSOFT04 mounted on the Research Yard shield wall. 
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[e] The current compliment of BSY BTMs will be required for LCLS beam operation to the 
BSY, all of which are PPS stopper BTMs: DMD10, D2 (aka DM60), DM61, DM51ST1, 
DM51ST2, DM52ST1, DM52ST2. 

 
3.4 Beam Transport Hall (BTH) 

[a] A DL2 meter relay will be utilized to ensure that the DL2 magnets are set to 3.0 GeV or 
greater.  

[b] The maximum BTH energy of 17 GeV will be limited with ‘LCLS Mode’ as defined in the 
PPS ESD 1.1-310 Section 4.3. This forces the BAS II Dump ‘in’ thereby limiting the 
maximum available energy to the last third of the linac and also prevents CID beam from 
reaching the BTH facility. CID sources have greater available charge/pulse for Maximum 
Credible Beam considerations, also a consideration for the BTH shielding design. 

[c] Two ion chambers will be utilized to limit beam losses and prevent burn-through on the 
BTH BTM1 shield wall, situated at Z=193 meters in LCLS coordinates, west of the BTH 
LION system. The detailed placement of this and other shield walls will be described in a 
separated PRD (PRD1.3-025). 

[d] Two ion chambers will be utilized to limit beam losses and prevent burn-through on the 
BTH BTM2 shield wall, situated at Z=210 meters in LCLS coordinates, west of the BTH 
LION system. The detailed placement of this and other shield walls will be described in a 
separated PRD (PRD1.3-025). 

[e] Two ion chambers will be utilized to limit beam losses and prevent burn-through on the 
BTH BTM3 shield wall, situated at Z=243 meters in LCLS coordinates, west of the BTH 
LION system. The detailed placement of this and other shield walls will be described in a 
separated PRD (PRD1.3-025). 

[f] Long Ion Chambers (LIONs) will be utilized to limit losses in the above-ground portion of 
the BTH to 5W at a point. The length of coverage for the LION cables is approximately 
730 feet. Cables of approximately 110 feet in length will be utilized so that redundant 
contiguous coverage can be implemented with 14 cables. 

[g] LION gas pressure switches will be used to ensure the LION system is a closed-
environment; utilization of the proper gas type in the system is administrative. Two will be 
utilized to monitor the entire LION system volume. 

[h] The beam power deposited on the Undulator Tune-Up Dump (TDUND) needs to be 
limited to about 170 W so that excessive radiation levels are not created outside the 
shielding enclosure. This will be accomplished with a pair of ion chambers.
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Figure 5: LION and PIC arrangement in the BTH 
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[i] BTMs: There will be 7 BTMs that are part of a BTH BTM/spot shielding system. BTMs 
situated in the LION region do not need additional ion chamber protection since protection 
will be provided by the LIONs, as was done in the FFTB. The specific size and location of 
these BTMs are detailed in a separate PRD (PRD-1.3-025). Approximate locations are given 
below in LCLS Coordinates: 

o BTM1  Z=193 meters 
o BTM2  Z=210 meters 
o BTM3  Z=243 meters 
o BTM4  Z=288 meters 
o BTM5  Z=315.5 meters 
o BTM6  Z=358.5 meters 
o BTM7  Z=375 meters 

 
[j] BSOICs: There will be 7 BSOICs in the BTH physical region. All BSOICs will have both 

gamma and neutron probes. A diagram of the approximate BSOIC locations for many units 
can be found below: 

o North transverse shield wall 
o South transverse shield wall 
o Support building ‘2.1’ (Building 911) 
o Support building ‘2.2’ (Building 912) 
o Support building ‘2.3’ (Building 913) 
o BTH West Entry Module 
o BTH East Entry Module 

Figure 6: BSOIC locations around the BTH 
 
3.5 Undulator Hall 
A single BSOIC is the only BCS device in the Undulator area. This device is interlocked through the 
PPS and is further described in the PPS ESD. 

[a] BSOICs: There will be 1 BSOIC in this region with both a gamma and neutron probe: 
o Inside Support Building 3.1 (Building 921) near a 22” diameter penetration. 
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3.6 Electron Safety Dump 
[a] The Dumpline vertical bend magnets (BYDs) will be connected in series with the DogLeg2 

bend mangets in the BTH (BX3s) to reduce the likelihood of delivery of electrons down the 
X-Ray beam channel, thereby reducing challenges to the BCS. 

[b] A system of three Permanent Magnets will be utilized to prevent electrons from entering 
the X-Ray beam channel and the Front End Enclosure (FEE). 

[c] A toroid comparator will be utilized on the powered main dump line. The first toroid will 
be situated upstream of the first magnet in the powered dump magnet string; the second 
toroid will be situated after the last magnet in the dump bend magnet string. This is referred 
to as the Dump Line ΔIBeam Comparator. A new dedicated-function device will be 
developed to perform this function. The trip threshold will be set to 5% beam loss.  

[d] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect PCPM0 (the collimator 
following the last quad before BYD). These should be set to trip at approximately 20W of 
beam power. 

[e] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam losses on dump line magnet BYD1. 
These should be set to trip at approximately 20W of beam power. 

[f] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect PCPM1. These should 
be set to trip at approximately 100W of beam power. 

[g] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect both FEE Stopper 1. 
These should be set to trip at approximately 100W of beam power. 

[h] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect PCPM2. These should 
be set to trip at approximately 100W of beam power. 

[i] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect the Safety Dump. These 
should be set to trip at approximately 100W of beam power. 

[j] A pair of ion chambers will be used to detect beam on and protect both FEE Stopper 2 and 
‘C0’. The ion chamber pair will be arranged so that redundant protection is provided to 
both devices. These should be set to trip at approximately 100W of beam power.  

[k] A pair of flow switches will be used to ensure adequate cooling water to the Main Dump. 
[l] A pair of flow switches will be used to ensure adequate cooling water to FEE Stopper 1. 
[m] There are 6 BTMs situated in the dump region, integrated into the following components: 

o PCPM1 BTM    Z=692.7m 
o PCPM2 BTM    Z=703.0m 
o Safety Dump/’C0’ BTM  Z=719.5m 
o Main Dump BTM   Z=715.8m 
o FEE ST1 BTM   Z=693.2m 
o FEE ST2 BTM   Z=693.8m 

[n] BSOICs: One BSOIC situated on the west wall of the FEE is required active for beam 
operations in the Dump Enclosure. This BSOIC will have both gamma and neutron probes: 

o FEE West Wall BSOIC situated near where the high-energy X-Ray beamline enters 
Hutch 1. 
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Figure 7: Electron Dump Region BCS Devices 
 
3.7 Front End Enclosure (FEE) 

[a] A pair of ion chambers on ‘C1’ in the FEE will be used to detect and limit Bremsstrahlung 
entering the FEE due to upstream electron beam losses. The trip threshold should be below 
10W, or as low as can be reasonably obtained without nuisance trips. Scans of beam finding 
wires in the Undulator region should not cause a trip and are ideal for calibration. These ion 
chambers can also detect simultaneous failure of the Dump Line ΔIBeam Comparator, the 
DL2/BYD series magnet connection, and the Permanent Magnet system. These ion 
chambers are required active for beam operation in the Dump Enclosure. 

[b] A pair of ion chambers on ‘C2H’ in the FEE will be used to detect and limit 
Bremsstrahlung entering the FEE due to upstream electron beam losses. The trip threshold 
should be below 10W, or as low as can be reasonably obtained without nuisance trips. Scans 
of beam finding wires in the Undulator region should not cause a trip and are ideal for 
calibration. These ion chambers can also detect simultaneous failure of the Dump Line 
ΔIBeam Comparator, the DL2/BYD series magnet connection, and the Permanent Magnet 
system. These ion chambers are required active for beam operation in the Dump Enclosure. 

[c] BSOICs: Two BSOICs are required active for beam operation in the FEE. These BSOICs 
will have both gamma and neutron probes: 

o NEH Hutch 1 West Wall BSOIC with a ‘No Access and Search Reset’ autobypass 
function. 

o FEE Entry Module BSOIC, situated just outside the FEE PPS Door. 
 
3.8 X-Ray Systems: NEH, XRT, and FEH 
It is anticipated that there will be no active BCS requirements in the X-Ray beamlines other than 
PPS Hutch Stopper BTMs. 

[a] PPS Hutch Stopper BTMs: 
o Hutch 1 Stopper ‘S1’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hutch 2 Stopper ‘S2’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hard X-Ray Stopper ‘SH1’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
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o Hutch 3 XPP Position 2 Stopper ‘S3’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o X-Ray Tunnel (XRT) Stopper ‘SH2’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hutch 4 Stopper ‘S4’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hutch 5 Stopper ‘S5’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hutch 6 Stopper ‘S6’ BTMs (two stoppers, two BTMs) 
o Hutch 4 Moveable Dump BTM (not yet determined) 

 


